Countrywide Slum Upgrading: Lessons from Morocco and Thailand

**Description of the event:**
Both Thailand and Morocco have recently initiated comprehensive national programmes to upgrade their slums. While both countries have designed their own strategies themselves, they also see them as a response to the challenge of achieving “Cities without Slums” and contributing to the Millennium Development Goals.

**Name of organization:**
Cities Alliance

**Description of organization:**
A global coalition of cities and their development partners committed to improve the living conditions of the urban poor. The Cities Alliance undertakes action in two key areas: City Development Strategies (CDS), and city-wide and nation-wide slum upgrading.

**Partner organizations:**
Government of Morocco, Government of Thailand; Asian Coalition For Housing Rights (ACHR), AfD, CODI, United States Agency For International Development (USAID), World Bank, UN-HABITAT.

**Confirmed speakers:**
N/A

**Contact information:**
Mr. William Cobbett
Cities Alliance
cobbett@citiesalliance.org